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CATIA V5 is the leading CAD software solution for the
development and the definition of the complete digital
product model. As a modular solution, CATIA V5 allows
customers to buy as much or as little functionality as
required, supporting specific user profiles and
engineering disciplines. The TYPE3-CAA for CATIA V5
based on the new CAA version 5 allows designers and
engineers to bring in client logos and special characters
into the CATIA and create customized product
deliverables. It is fully parametric and associative with all
other features of CATIA and can be used on all your
CATIA products. With TYPE3-CAAs vectorization tools,
Designers can bring logos and special characters directly
inside CATIA. BMP, JPEG, TIFF, GIF, PNG direct imports in
CATIA V5 / 3DEXPERIENCE. # Simple and quick
vectorization with dedicated parameters: allowance,
noise filtering, smoothing, sensibility. # Vectorization
from black & white pictures or colour pictures. All
extracted curves are usable through CATIA tools and
construction tree. TYPE3 is a CAM and CAM project
design feature for use in CATIA V5 and CATIA V5R19-R22.
It allows the user to compute over components that can
be used for size optimization, progressive creation, and
documentation of assemblies. TYPE3: Digital prototype
creation tool powered by the 3DEXPERIENCE platform,
offering engineers solutions to all stages of the digital
prototype generation process. Its innovative workflow
allows rapid generation, installation, and management of
3D components. TYPE3-CAA, which offers CATIA V5
bundles through the first two applications of the CATIA
Engineering Excellence offer, offers professional tools for
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the creation of digital prototypes.
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